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Battaram ulla.
SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT REPORT
FOR THE PROPOSED ALTERATIONS 
MADE TO  ORIGINAL DIYAWANNA UYANA PROJECT 
(Proposed Apartment Block of Around 16 Floors in Height)
Further to  the environm ental scoping held  on 04.09.2006 in  term s of 
Regulation No. 17 (ii) of the N ational Environm ental (Procedure fo r approval 
of Projects) R egulations N o. 01 of 1993, you are required  to  p repare  a
the proposed alterations m ade to  th e  original D iyaw aim a U yana Project a t 
Battaram ulla, approved  tpidef: P art IV  C  of the N ational E nvironm ental A c t 
The Terms of R eference (ToR) ifor the & [u ired  supplem ental rep o rt are 
attached hereto.
The SELAR m ust add ress all m atters referred to  in  the ToR.
Please .subm it d ra ft SELAR for the purpose of checking for adequacy. O nce 
checked for adequacy, requ ired  num ber of copies of the SELAR has to  be 
subm itted in  English, S inhala an d  Tam il languages for the purpose of public 
inspection. The SELAR should  be w ritten  in  p lain  language and  m ay use
appropriate graphics so th a t decision m akers and  the public can read ily  
understand  diem .
D irector (ELA)
E nvironm ental M anagem ent & A ssessm ent D iv. 
CENTRAL ENVIRONM ENTAL AUTHORITY.
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%CENTRAL ENVIRONMENTAL AUTHORITY
TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT REPORT (SEIAR) FOR THE PROPOSED ALTERATIONS MADE TO 
THE ORIGINAL DIYAWANNA UYANA PROJECT, BATTARAMULLA 
(PROPOSED APARTMENT BLOCK OF AROUND 16 FLOORS IN HEIGHT)
I _ '
Project Proponent : Asia Pacific Golf Courses Ltd., No. 316
Ethul Kotte Road, Battaramulla
Project A pproving A gency: Central Environmental Authority
V alid ity : This Terms of Reference is valid only for 18 m onths from  the
date of issue. The Supplemental Report should be subm itted 
w ithin the validity period.
Date of Is su e : 18.09.2006
Outline of the Report
Executive S um m ary:
Part A 
Part B 
PartC  
Part D 
PartE  
PartF  
PartG
4
General Information *.
Project Details
Description of the Existing Environment 
Description of the Environmental Impacts 
Proposed M itigatory Measures 
M onitoring Programme 
Conclusion and Recommendations
Study Area : The study should cover the project site and 500m from the
boundary of the project site.
Executive S um m ary:
This section should be a concise discussion of the salient features of the 
proposed project, the existing environment of the project site and it environs, 
key environmental impacts and measures proposed to be mitigate the 
environmental impacts.
A ppendices:
i. Terms of Reference
ii. Sources of data information
iii. References
iv. List of persons responsible for study including their work allocation
v. Complete set of relevant maps, tables charts, layout plan and other 
details
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PART A GENERAL IN FO R M A TIO N
A.l Name of the P roject:
A.2 Name of the Developer (Company /  firm /  individual):
Postal Address: Phone, Fax No :
Contact person /  Name /  Designation /  Phone, Fax :
A.3 Main objective/s of the p ro ject:
Justification:
A.4 Investment and Funding sources :
A.5 Applicable laws, regulations, standards and requirements covering the
proposed p ro ject:
A. 6 Clearances /  perm its obtained or should be obtained from relevant
state agencies and /  or local authorities and any conditions laid down 
by agencies. (Attach required copie^pf same)
PART B PROJECT DETAILS
B. l  Location of the Project
i. Local Authority, Divisional Secretariat
ii. Provide a location map indicating the project site and 
surrounding developm ent (at appropriate scale).
B.2 Extent of the project area (in h a .) :
B.3 Details of proposed alterations to the original proposal
B.4 Project layout plan (drawings to be provided) including all project
components, access roads to the site, parking areas, commercial 
complexes, treatm ent plant (if any) etc., in order to get a clear picture of 
the project (at appropriate scale).
B.5 A description of the proposal to cover the following
Components of the project (permanent and temporary 
structures)
Size and m agnitude of each component
Details of recreational activities related to or connected with the 
proposal
Phased implementation plan /  time schedule of implementation
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B.6 Construction activities
Site preparation activities including additional filling (if any) 
Other construction activities
- Proposed im provem ents to access roads and other infrastructure 
facilities (if any)
B.7 Water
A m ount of w ater required for the project (m3/  d)
(during construction and  operation)
W ater Sources and supply locations
If extraction of surfacie water is envisaged/ subm it the approval 
obtained from  the relevant agencies*
If extraction of ground w ater is.envisaged, provide a report from  
. the W ater Resources; Board or National W ater Supply & 
Drainage Board, indicating the availability, of ground w ater and 
safe, extraction limits etc.
B.8 Energy
Energy requirem ent 
Source /  availability
ft
B.9 Waste Water Disposal *
Arrangements ..for disposal of sewage and other wastewater, (both 
during construction and operation):
Proposed method/s of treatment of waste water (Provide conceptual 
plans of waste water treatment systems (if any))
Final point of discharge of waste water
Operation and maintenance of proposed disposal system
Alternative ways of disposal of waste water
B.10 Solid Waste Disposal
Types and quantities of solid wastes generated;
Proposed management plan for solid waste disposal:
B .ll Parking facilities
Details of parking facilities
B.12 Socio Economic
Existing housing and  settlements in the surrounding area 
Existing infrastructure facilities 
Water supply and sanitation facilities
B.13 Are future additions, expansions envisaged, if so give details.
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c DESCRIPTION OF THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENT
* *
(Present situation)
C l  Description of site (flat, rolling, marsh, etc)
C.2 Hydrology
Surf ace drainage pattern  of the area
g  - . Surface w ater quality
G round w ater quality
. C.3 Ecological Resources (both terrestrial and aquatic)
Present status of ecological resources in the study area
D DESCRIPTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
D .l Constructional Impacts
Impacts of land filling, d redg ingand  disposal of dredged m aterial 
Noise, vibration and  dust due to construction activities:
Impacts due  to construction activities on natural drainage pattern  
and hydrology of the area.
Potential traffic, noise, dust due to transport of heavy vehicles
w ith building m aterial h
Other socio-economic impacts /  benefits (if any)
D.2 Surface drainage
Impacts on the drainage capacity of canals, and the retention 
capacity of the m arsh due to
- w ider access roads than in  the original proposal
- variations in  level and extent of filling 
Impact on  ground w ater table
Any alterations to  the existing storm  water drainage
m anagem ent p lan  approved by the SLLRDC 
D.3 Waste water disposal
Impacts on surface /  ground water due to treated /  untreated waste 
water discharge:
Possible contamination due to spillages
Impacts due to discharge of untreated waste in case of system failures
D.4 Solid waste disposal
On site disposal of solid waste if any 
Impacts due to such disposal 
Odour from temporary storage areas
D.5 Water
Impact on surface /  ground water source due to water extraction for 
project activities (if any)
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D.6 Noise & Vibration
- Sources of noise and vibration
Predicted noise levels at the treatment plant and impacts
D.7 Ecological Resources
Impacts of project activities on fauna and flora in nearby reserves, 
parks and water bodies (direct impacts and indirect impacts).
i *
D.8 Sociological Impacts
Increased traffic due to the project
Employment to be provided to the local people during construction 
and operation.
Socio economic benefits (other than employments) to be provided to 
the local people:
D.9 Impact on visual environment due to proposed buildings.
D. 10 Any other impacts not listed here but may be significant in view of the project
proponent.
E. PROPOSED MITIGATORY MEASURES
This chapter should set out the proposed measures to minimize the impacts 
identified in Chapter D to acceptable levels including conformity to gazetted 
Sri Lankan standards. Mitigation method should be defined in specific 
practical terms.
Mitigation measures shall include (but should not be limit to) the following; 
Waste m inim ization techniques 
Noise vibration control system 
Air emission control systems
Drainage m anagem ent plan approved by the Sri Lanka Land 
Reclamation & D evt Corporation (if any alteration to the existing 
approved plan)
Future maintenance procedures
F. MONITORING PROGRAMME
A suitable monitoring programme including relevant parameters, frequency 
of monitoring of such parameters in order to make a continuous assessment 
of the state of the environment should be given.
An effective reporting procedure should be outlined. Availability of funds, 
expertise, facilities for monitoring purpose should be outlined. Any 
programme to improve general environmental conditions could also be stated 
here.
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G. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summarize the key findings and recommendations of the assessment and 
acceptability of the proposed project should be given.
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APPENDIX -A
BO I
SRI LANKA
INVESTMENT OF SRI IANKA
Cerise-WestTasa; Edition Stpare, Cotatol, Si lata.
Bate 01=09.2006 
Our Ref : 
Y o u f i ^ 3 1 5 / 9 7
Director General
U rban Development A uthority
6“* & 7® Floors
Sethsiripaya,
Battaram ulla. .
Dear Sir, r
*
ACTA flO L F  COURSE LTD -  C O M PIJO T^N  OF THE BALANCE W O RK  
INCLUDING APARTMENT PR O JEC T ^
We wish to inform you Asia Pacific Course (Pvt) Ltd signed an agreement 'with the BOI 
on 1st January' 2001 to set up an International Standard Golf Course including driving 
range, club house, sports and leisure centre, food court, Rowing Club, horse riding track, 
residential golfvillas and apartment villas. According to the company, certain work o f 
the approved business including the apartment block had not been completed within this 
specified period in the BOI agreement due to certain delays they faced in  obtaining 
approval for the EIA report o f the project Therefore, recently the BOI granted a  special 
period of two (02) years to complete the balance work including the apartment block.
For this purpose, company proposes to invest to Rs3B.
, < * • • • • «  *
*
1 * *
i  *
As per. the company, and as recommended in die original EIA report, the apartment 
project should comprise o f 70 apartments in two building blocks each 6-8 storey in 
height* The company has now informed that it is not-economically viable to complete 
the apartment project as recommended in the EIA report due to die following reasons.
a)
b)
The company w ill have to invest a sum of Rs3Bn in the project, which is a  very 
high investment
Original EIA approval had been granted 10 years ago where there were no other 
developers engaged in apartment projects. A t present, there are several high-rise 
buildings which have come up in an around the area which comprise o f more 
than eight stories.
BOARD OF INVESTMENT OF SRI LANKA coritiouation sheet
r  2  '
c) Having an apartment project with a  eight stones building is not commercially 
viable since there is a  100% property tax involvement up to the above 4th floor o f 
■ apartment Therefore there is a  very high demand in high elevation apartment 
building.
Under the above circumstances, and from the investment point o f view, we believe that it 
may be an essential requirement to the company to deviate from the original plans and 
construct a building with a higher elevation instead 0f  the 6-8 storey building in order to 
implement the project in feasible manner.
Therefore, we shall be grateful i f  you look into this matter and assistihe company to 
implement the projects in  a  successful manner.
Yours faithfully,
(Mrs) Y G Rajapakse 
DIRECTOR (INVESTMENT)
BOARD OF INVESTMENT OF SR I LANKA
cc c^G eneral Manager, Property Development,
Asia pacific G olf Course (Pvt) Ltd ^
Director (Enforcement)—UDA
DDG (EM & A) — Central Environmental Authority
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Urban Development Authority
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6 & 7 Floors. Seths/ripaya.Baftaramutla.
Mr. Alhuln Wimalarathne
General Manager^ Property Development),
Asia Pacific golf Courses Ltd.,
No. 316, Ethul Kotte Road,
Battaramulla.
Dear Sir,
m
• 9 *
Approval for additional num ber o f floors in  the apartm ent block fo r D iyaw anna Oya 
Project.
.  ■'  ■ • f c  •
This has reference to die request you made to the Urban Development Attihorfty and fee
subsequentpresentations made to fee Planning Committee on 9th & 23rd October 2006 in  repect
o f the above mentioned pro ject
• * 
i
V /  \  + . .* ...• *
Plmmng Committee having considered the matter decided to grant Preliminary Planning 
Clearance for construction o f  an apartment building consisting o f 16 .floors at the location 
indicated in fee as built Survey Plan dated 20ft January 2004 prepared by M r. CaipnH 
Dodanwela licensed Surveyor and Leveller subject to fee tnllmving- conditiAng
1.
3.
4.
Proposed development shall c o n fo r m  to die Urban Design and Landscaping 
character o f fee Sri JayewardanepumKotte Area
Security clearance shall be obtained from the Secretary General o f  Parliam ent and 
Mmishy ofD efence.
0 9
T1A shall be undertaken for the increased Traffic Impact expected due to additional
200 housing units proposed in the project
■ * ■
Shall facilitate the widening o f Polduwa Road up to 12m from the Turn Off at
Battaramnlk Mam Road up to Subufeipura Road.
5.
6.
Ftirth0 widening o f mtemal roads shall be allowed only if  it does not involve any 
filling o f land.
Light m i Ventilation to  the building and nther regirirements shall he syg p»r the 1986
ions.
7. Central Environmental Authority clearance shall be obtained covering the aspects 
such, as* Urban Design, Km/iromnenL M astradB ie availability and Land 
Development etc.,
8. Foot print o f  the proposed building should confine to the location indicated in th e  
already approved EIA fo r development o f this she.
3  9. Approval o f Legal and Lands Divisions o f the Urban Development Authorifyshall
be obtained regarding o f enhanced land value that could be anticipated due to 
the proposed developm ent
* * * m 
10. Adherence to  all other Planning &  Building Regulations o f  the Urban Development
Authority.
You are accordingly, requested to obtain a  Development Permit from K aduw ela Pradeshiya 
Sabha for Council Drawings prepared as per the above requirements prior to  undertaking any 
devdopment actfvitsr at the site.
Please note that this is only a  Preliminary Planning Clearance valid for a  period o f  one year 
from die date o f this lett&r and it does not constitute a  Development Perm it enabling you to 
undertake any development activity.
Yours^faithfulfy,
g i r o
AddL Director G eneral 
UrbanDevdopmeiit Authority
Cc.
1. Director, M im stiyofDifonce
2. ChaimHm,.Cental Environmental Authority
3. Secretaiy General, Parliament Complex
4. Secretaiy, Kaduwela Pradeshiya Sabha
5. Dfrector, (Traffic Administration) Department ofPolice -
6. General Manager,
Sri I fflika 1 and Reclamation^ Development-Corporation
7. Chairman, UDA
8. Director General, UDA
9. Director, (Land Development & Management) UDA
10. Director, (Legal Affairs) UDA
11 Director (Western Province) UDA
for information please 
for information please 
for reformation please 
for information please
• information please
for information please
for information please
As per the Planning Committee
decision dated 23fl 0/2006
for reformation please 
for information please 
for information please
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Dale J
Mr. Athula Wimalaratne
General Manager (Property Development)
Asia Padfic Golf Courses Ltd
No. 316, Ethul Kotte Road
Battaramulla
APPROVAL FOR ADDITIONAL NUMBER OF FLQpRS IN THE APARTMENT hi fir If 
FOR DIYAWANNA OYA PROJECT -  RATTABAMIH i a 1
Ref:
A. Your letter to roe dated 31st Oct 2006.
0. UDA letter 05/02/210/75/2006 dated 24* Oct 2006.
-  *«
pe.r details *n O tters a t Ref above, security clearance has been requested for the 
subject project..
2. Security clearance for high rise buildings, within Colombo Security Zone only
comprising of Colombo M unidpal Coundl Area, are-required to be evaluated at present as pei 
prevailing regulations. p
3. Since the above mentioned development is outside the CMC and Colombo Security ^Zone, 
the said security clearance approval procedure is not applicable ta it,-p lease.
4. However it is recommended that the security clearance 
Parliament, be obtained please.
from Secretary General -
Mr. Prasanna Silva 
Addl Director General 
Urban Development Authority 
6th & T*> Floors 
Sethsiripaya, Battaramulla
SOAR Chandrasinghe
Colonel
Engineer/Advisor 
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I H General description
Proposed apartment com ber to bebuSt on pile foundations, comprise o f arotmd 16 
flo ors in addition to the lower and upper ground floors which are mainly reserved for 
parking. The total floor area would be 550,000 sq.ft, approximately and there would 
be around 105 studio type and 130 other type apartments.
The total height o f the building is around 69 meters with a floor4o*floor height o f 4
meters except at lower ground level, which is 3 meters.
The building complex has elevator units ancLa two way escalator for passengers and 
services, stair cases for fire regulations, and other basic amenities such as water 
supply, waste wafts’ & sewerage disposal systems, uninterrupted three phase 
electricity connections, communication and building security systems, air
etc.tfiwumimii vo'
The building compfesrwill be completed with high quality finishes, such as wooden 
and marble /granite flooring, suspended ceilings, high quality sanitary fittings, wall 
cupboards, decorative lighting* luxuries finishes in kitchen, pantry areas etc.
Key components in foe construction are as follows;
1.0 Piling work & pile caps.
2.0 Reinforced concrete Beams, slab, columns, stair cases, lift cores, internal 
walls etc. o f Lower GronodLevel (LGL)and Upper Groimd 
LeveL(UGL).
3.0 Above categories o f concrete work ftomUGL to around 16^ floor and 
roof slab.
4.0 Block masonry work in all foe floors.
5.0 Building;finishes in walls, floor & ceilings etc.
6.0 Carpentry, joinery, roofing and glass work.
7.0 Plumbing
8.0 Electrical wiriiq; & installation,
9.0 Air conditioningand ventilation systems.
10.0 Hand rails & metal work
11.0 Protective systems ( l ig h te n in g , fire etc)
12.0 Mechanical Installation (elevators etc)
13.0 External services & site w otksf drainage;-roads.ete.)
14.0 Painting & decorating
15.0 Sewerage traatmw^c
3,0 Method of eonstrnctitm
A) Piling work and pile caps
The setting out o f pile poritians will be done accurately according to foe survey 
coordinate system The auguring o f required pile will be done by a rotary
type auguring machme. The drilling will be continued through soft soil and weathered
1
lock, up to teach o f foe bard rock foyer. H ie drflling through hard rock to a  minimum 
height o f 500mm will be done before termmating o f the drilling. Throughout the 
auguring operation, foe soft soil twill be stabilized by a suitable soil stabilization 
method Once foe auguring readied to required level, foe bore hole will be cleaned, 
foe pre-prepared reinforcement cage lowered, and Gr30 ready mixed concrete will be 
filled at least 1.0 meter above foe cut-off level
r .' Once the concrete is hardened, 21 days after foe castings foe pile will be exposed and
hacked to foe resigned cut-off level. The box type pile cap will be casted over pile, up 
to foe beam bottom level o f foe LGL floor slab, afler fixing o f reinforcement bars and 
formwork
All foe piles and pile caps will be cast in similar manner.
2.0 Budding super- structure.
Hie building super structure consists o f Reinforced Concrete beams, colimms, wails, 
stair cases dte. in all foe floors.
In foe lower ground level, once foe screed concrete is placed, it is required to apply an 
approved .quality water proofing over foe screed concrete and outer perimeter o f wall 
in service pits such as under ground tanks, lift wells, outer walls where the concrete is 
exposed to wet earth. 1
In foe case o f LGL, reinforcement bars and form works for LGL slab (200mm foiclp 
together with starter bars for above LGL concrete works Such as columns walls, stair 
cases, ramps etc are also fixed to  foe main reinforcement positions. The 12mm thick 
marine plywood with suitable timber flames are used as form work The concreting 
will be done thereafter in Gr. 30 ready mixed concrete. The concrete pouring will be 
done by using a concrete pump.
Once foe LGL floor slab is concreted, foe columns, walls, stairs, ramps and rest o f 
above floor level projections will also be done up to the Beam Bottom Level (BBL) o f 
foe upper (next) level floor slab in Gr. 30 concrete in similar manner. The cohmms 
and vertical walls ate cast in two or three lifts each 1200mm height
The operational sequence o f one o f foe casting lift, is as follows.
- Fixing reinforcement bars
- Fixing formwork
- Placing concrete
- Removal o f form work (vertical concrete works - one day, 
^upportedconcrete^orks^uckasslabs^beams, 21-days)
- Concrete curing (mimmnm 7 days)
In general steel scaffolding, are used to support the formwork system. A tower crane 
will be installed to transport material to higher level, mice foe construction height is 
readied beyond foe manageable level from existing ground
Similar construction sequence will be followed, for foe construction remaining floors
2
B ) Block masonry and other f in is h in g  works
The construction o f block masonry and other finishing works such as plastering, 
ceiling, flooring etc. will be followed in parallel sequence, with the completion o f 
structural construction works. All the bsdh room and balcony floors are water proofed. 
Bath rooms, sanitary and kitchen/pantry fittings are provided with high quality 
material from reputed manufacturers.
For ceiling work, gypsum board ceilings are used. However ir 
resistance and cement board ceilings are also to be used depending 
exposed ceiling environment (ie, bath rooms, kitchen, balcony etc.).
C) Other associated building features related to civil works
Other building features such as doors & windows, glass works, handrails, wall & 
pantry cupboards etc. required for internal and external completion will be provided 
with high quality material as par the architectural design features o f fee building 
complex.
D) Plumbing, water supply and Sewerage Treatment
The plumbing, water supply and sewerage treatment pipe tines, storages and systems 
will be installed according to fee appropriat£*destgn features as per fee acceptable 
engineering standards and as recommended oy fee specialists in fee relevant fields, 
under their supervision.
F ) M&E, Air Conditioning and protective works.
All fee M & E, air conditioning such as installation of elevators, pumps (water supply, 
sewerage, fire protection) ventilation systems, lighting conductors, airaonditioning 
systems, electrical wiring and related jnstaHatfan, generator systems will be installed 
and commissioned as p s  fee detail designs and specifications made by fee specialist
G) Building Painting
The external and internal painting will be accomplished finally according to fee 
material and colour specifications done by fee architectural specialists.
I) External work
The external works such as storm water d ra in age s , pavements internal, roads etc. will 
be constructed according to the required f in is h in g  status to match wife surrounding 
architectural features a n d -a s -p e r ih e  raen m m w w ia t io n y n f  s ta tu to ry  i m d i ^
4.0 Kev m aterial to  he nsed
At fee structural construction stage, the key material to be used are basically confined 
to three types; ie. Reinforcements (steel bars), form work (plywood and timber) 
concrete and block masonry.
3
At the finishing stage, plastering & 
flooring, water proofing, wall cupboards* 
& glass window material are used
&0
ceiling material, timber and tiled 
iber and aluminum framed timber doors
Appropriate construction safety measures applicable to high 
constructions are adopted during construction.
a) Personal safety
building
Site personnel are provided with safety helmets, boots, hand gloves, goggles etc. at 
work site. In addition, effective wireless communication systems will be used 
communicate the construction personnel who will have to work at different elevations 
(levels). All site workers would be insured under Workmen Compensation Policy.
I
b) Construction safety
Appropriate site safety measuresrsucfa as safety nets, temporary hand rails, safety 
ladders, scaffoldings and scaffolding planks etc. are provided and placed prior to a  
specific construction activity to be commenced. Basic first aid kits will be kept at site 
for emergency use. All necessary notices, boards, instructions would be displayed at 
appropriate places as relevant
fe
c) Safety in machinery and equipments.
Emphasis will be given to ensure the safety standard o f foe machmeryapd equipments 
to be used at site specially, electrical appliances and hydraulically operated 
machineries. A team o f qualified mechanics would be employed at rite to  look after
than
6.0 W ater s upply A  San ita ry  facilities
ies of adeqhale quantities 
will be provided at site for foe day-to-day requirement of rite staff However site 
accommodation at site would be kept aft minimum level
A well qualified chartered engineers, project managers, technical officers etc. would 
be deployed at site on fuff time basis during construction period. •
7jQ Labour &  M achinery
a)Labours
An average labour force o f 80-110 numbers would be employed throughout, during 
the construction period.
4
b) Machineries & Equipments
ft is planned to deploy following Machineries & Equipments as follows;
ft Pile diIAI4H r
a) Rotary type auguring machine -01 No
b) Escalator - 01 No
c) JCB tn a c h tn a  -  01 No
e) Ready nrnt concrete equipments - 01 Set
0  Welding plant -01 No
£) Concrete poring equipments *01 Set
fr u ite r  b findingr m a c h in e  - 01 No
a) Tower crane -01 No.
b) Concretepumping equipments -01 No.
c) Read mix concrete equipments -01 No
e) Compressor -01 No
0  Bar cutting and bending plant -01 No
g) Poker vibrators *H)No
0  Carpentry equipments *01 set
7J9 Construction period -
The anticipated constructionperiod will be 24 months in total-
8 0  Insurance
All Risk insurance policy cover would be made available during construction period.
PJO Monitoring o f construction activities
..
Periodical monitoring meetings with ^ relevant authorities and Consultant would be 
held during die construction-period.
A proper procurement plan would be mainlined with material quality assurance 
systems to ensure a smooth and effective construction material usage. The project 
casb-ftoor-and expenditure statement would be-done as per relevant and programmes 
and standards:
5
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CAPITAL CITY-SRI LANKA £.
0 ^  Sep. 2006
Y i^ R ^  DGMfGC/4f
r
Deploy General Manager 
B^ y rifll Support Cenfre- (G reyer C o to fco ) 
fp so n a lW ^ er S upply#  D raiiiageB oani 
3 id  Plow; W d to laK aza ,
R sg^jriya.
Attn: M is. P M S . Yapa
* **.
Dear Madams
W e i^ to o ^ le t te r d a te d  i T ^M ebpcBZOOS •
reqiniein^f<»'1iie|M^ect afldycHiri^y l^tserda^  ^  M^r^003 on die above.(copies
is
is now proposed to  foe chaaged
Accordingly offlnsewrwate requirem ent fiar die apart 
oeteisperdaesf.
loti cm ^lex  Isso im d  300 cadic
Please confirm whetlier d as leqiotem eiit co d d b e  aocofflfflddateduMi tiie alieadylaid  4  
defeated  finew hidi nm s tim iqgh dieproject ate.
Y our favourable 
appreciated.
ati^i adion w ooldbe tagidy
t e s ;
Yoois faiihfiilly; 
AsiaPacificGolf
Atfcax&YTifiialara&a
G ^i^M 3i^ger(P ^> Q lyD evdc^> m e& t) 
(eentactno: 07T33S3I26)
Asia Pacific Golf Courses Ltd.
316, Bhuf Kotfe Rmd, Baflacmnij^  Sfi Lanlea.
Tel: 074 - 410606,074 -416802 Fax:074-410494 Efltail: facB@ arassJk .
CAPITAL CITY - SRI LANKA
13-09-2006
Deputy Support Centre (G reater Colombo) 
National W ater Supply &  Drainage Board 
3# Floor, W dSkadaPba 
Rajagiriya.
AttiL* Mrs. PA IS. Yapa 
Dear Madam;
This is finHier-liMrar letter dated 04* Sep. 2006ontbe above.
We herewith forward yauJbBaw iiig details as wquesledljyycsi.
1. Locatkm ofthe Pn^xwed S un^ attadierO
2. Over head Tank (D rasm a a ila fed )
3. Siimp capacity would be 350 oihic meters in order to aocommodatedaily opacity 
and fire requirements
4. Overhead tank capacity would be around 65 cubic meters
5. Plumbing work would becom pleted as per Engineering standards.
Please fed  fieeto  contact undersigned if  you need any farther cteificatoons. 
(Mobile: 077 3763726)
Thanking you;
Youra faithfully;
Aifaula Wimalaratna 
General M anage (P ropety  Development)
Asia Pacific Golf Courses Ltd.
_ , 316, Elhul Kotte Road, Battaramulla, Sri Lanka.
Tel:074-410606,074-410802 Fax:074-410494 E-mail:ferdi@aocess.lk
/ C f t S S )  C 3©  C 3 0 O D C ®  © 3
< B ^ ^ m  jfiT  6U y>l5ie56i> 6U i9-«ITfiU 60)U >U L|# JF iOPU g i . W . w «a»t
National Water Supply &  Drainage Board
#■»*&«* easSbasaaSmS ]
djfiii Oua-gt (gMCTAHtturarir I 887151 
DqnajrGeaetal Manager J
£P@^<3c9 ®de>3 BcDsc&dKdcs -  
iS g ^ a r  ^afflnrnr f^ tewsflwii) - (uirmia S ln r^ ib ij)  
Regional Support Centre - (Greater Colombo)
«»£ tsoCeaDCffl 1 837321 q d tf  1
Quit# 4lggaia)*ib >887322 Oumdo >887152
General Office J 881323 Fax J
B oot diC!)ft V .
. . J r 1 n n M /n n /4 jrrF ri-w  1
My No. J Your No. J
Mr.Athula Wimalaratna
General Manager (Property Development)
Asia Pacific Golf Courses Ltd,
No 316* Bhul Kotte Road,
Battaramiilla.
O QIQJgt 9|>KWa
3u utri).i.Oa(S«M »i_ iflariratfir, g-irgjitfliu
20_______________ !SHLSept2006
Dear Sir,
m * t ■ «
Water S u p p ly to Divawanna Uvana Protect -  Battaramulla '
This refers to your letter dated 4®* Sept 2006 and our letter dated 5th M ay 20Q3, to get 
water supply to the above project «
f c*  •
Provision of 2” service line to the proposed apartment complex in the project has been
9 • ,
made to your previous request Now, the Nos of units in the apartment complex have 
been increased from 80 to 300 according to your new proposal.
I
Due to the limited water supply from the headworks, we are unable to cater your 
requirements at present N W S& D B would suggest to limit the water extraction only for 
human consumption (Drinking & cooking) and to find for alternative water sources such 
as ground water or rainwater harvesting to be used for toilets, washing purpose, etc.
However, the provision made for the service connection, cu. ui^ u^. « « « < » m  » --------
apartment complex, is sufficient to accommodate your daily water requirement o 
human consumption! .
If the Production headworks improvements are completed, the water board will be in a 
position to cater your water demand by the end of the year 2009,
Y o u rs  fa ittifu lly ,.
National Water Supply & Drainage Board
P.N.S.YSpa (MS)
Deputy General M anager (G C )
C C : -  M (TE C -N ) / A G M  (T E C / T S C ):- For information pis.
Office TdqiteM S OBoofi ^sosiatir Ghamataa: 634488 QptErauurorr General Manager. 636449
gaweraaSaiea Qmrsi JHgwsmAb Head Office: 638999.635281.635282, fiMMn Telex: 21482 NWS & DB CE Fax: 636449.637178.635999
M inistry n f Urhfln T)ewJnnmMit Pmcinipfinii A Piihhc ITrilitiM
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DESCRIPTION O F PROPOSED SEWAGE TREATM ENT PLANT
Prim ary Treatm ent
Plumbing network should be separate as follows;
a. Collection network o f kitchen/s
b. Collection network toilets
c. Collection network o f laundry
Primary Treatment for above three lines
a. Kitchen Collection
Kitchen water collected will pass through a screening chamber and trap large floating 
materials, plastics, papers etc. Then flow into oil St grease trap to  trap them  and flow into 
wastewater pumping sump.
If  there are number o f discharge points at the site it may require separate oil and grease 
trap as required.
b. Toilet W astewater
W aste water coming from  a different location go through a screening chamber and O il & 
Grease trap and the flow in to  pumping sump.
c. Laundry W astewater
Landry wastewater w ill collect in a separate tank and then pass through a chemical 
treatment unit, which consist o f pH neutndization, coagulation, flocculation, and settling. 
The chemically treated d ear w ater then flow into common pumping sump.
Sludge collecting in chemical treatm ent unh has to be separately discharge as solid waste. 
Filter press c£m be use as a sludge dewatering equipment.
Pumping Sump
W astewater treated primarily w ill collect in a pumping sump, will pump to  the distance 
place o f golf ground and taken for secondary treatment.
Secondary T reatm ent
Biological Treatment Unit
Extended aeration activated sludge principal will use to treat the waste w ater and treated 
water will taken to  tertiary treatm ent And excess shidge will collect into a sludge
stabilization tank. The stabilized sludge w ill dewater by a filter press and dewater sludge 
can be use as a good organic fertilizer for gardening.
Tertiary Treatment
r
Biologically treated w ater will chlorinated and then pass through a pressure sand filter 
and the through a activated carbon filter. Final disinfection could be carry out by a UV 
si sterilizer and post-chlorination w ill carry out to control the growth o f micro-organism in 
treated water stored in a final tank.
Handling o f Solid W aste
Solid waste taken out from screen chambers, oil and grease traps, sludge o f chemical 
treatment unit has to  be discharge w ith the arrangement o f m unicipality or to  own 
dumping yard.
APPENDIX - L
SPACE REQUIREMENT FOR THE GARBAGE CQT,T,RCT1NG ROOMS AMP 
StORAGE.
Space requirement for a garbage collectingrnom at one floor
r
No. of ^ artment an a typical floor 
Garbage output per apartment, per day 
Garbage output per floor, per day 
•t
11
20 L 
20x11 
220 L
Vol1111e of a typical garbage bln 121L
Therefore No. of bins requireil per floor -  2
Area provided in garbage room at one fleer = 13 Sqm
(with circulation)
-Space requirement, forthe garbagestorageat the entrance level
For apartments
No. of apartments on all floors 
Garbage output from all apartments
Therefore No. of him required
F or single room apartm ents
Total area o f the single room apartment* 
Garbage output per 100 Sqm
Total garbage output from 
single room apartments
Therefore No. of bins required
101
101x20
J020L
2020/121
17.
6420 Sqm 
10L
642 L
642/121
6.
Total No,o£ Garbage Bin Loads for the building
per day = 17+6
*  23.
Therefore No. of Bin Loads in
two days of garbage output = 23x2
46. (SSChbic Metres)
Area provided in garbage storage
at entrance level 53 Sqm
(with circulation)
M KJD Assoctates/2Q06/09ft2
APPENDIX - M
W ater's Edge A partm ents -  G arbage Disposal
ats are required to collect their refuse in garbage bags and to  leave the 
within the collection rooms on their respective floors. Wheeled Bins
will be provided within the collection rooms, the collections ofw bichintum  
will be taken by the janitors down the garbage lift into a  collection room at 
Upper Ground Level once a day. The room at Upper ground Level has the 
capacity to  store a few days collection o f garbage (at foil capacity), which it is
assumed, will be taken away once in tw o days.
W hile the room at Upper Ground Level has the capacity to  be divided in to 
W et and Dry Garbage Rooms for more hygienic storage with the W et 
Garbage Room being A ir Conditioned, it would require that the individual 
tenants adhere to the practice o f collecting the refuse in to two or more 
separate bags before it leaves the households.
We are also planning to  collect Dry garbage in 2-3 separate bins so that local 
authority or any other party can make use them for differeitf purposes such as 
com posting, recycling, land filling etc.
Individual houses would be provided w ith self -degradable eco-friendly 
disposable containers/garbage bags in  collecting and disposing gaibage to  
each floor garbage collection room.
Overleaf are the calculations o f capacities and collection rooms.
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APPENDIX - P
RESULTS OF THE ECOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE SUPPLEMENTARY ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT ASSESSMENT (EIA) OF DIYAWANNA OYA AND ASSOCIATED MARSHLAND NEAR 
PARLIAMENT IN KOTTE
(PRQF. SP SAMARAKOON, DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY, UNIVERSITY OF RUIIUNA,
MATARA)
1. INTRODUCTION
[ lie Proposed Development Project Area near Javawardanapura Parliament east o! the City of Colombo is 
basically a lowland coastal marsh habitat generally referred to as Diyawanna Oya Marshes. GeoiogicalK. 
the Marawila area belongs to South-western series rock. Climatically, it is in the Wet Zone (Low Country 
WL4) with average annual rainfall between 2,500 nun and 3000 mm. The principal soil types of the area 
are Red Yellow Podzolic soils with soft and hard laterite and Bog and Half-bog soils. In this study, the 
main purpose was to identify different habitat types and their biological components in relation to the 
biological diversity in terms of flora and fauna and their ecological status.
2. OBJECTIVES
( 1) To study the present status of fauna and flora in the study area
(2) To study the rare, threatened and endemic fauna and flora (if any) within the study area.
(3) To enumerate the existing natural habitat (if any)
(4) To And whether the site is in the path of a migratory birds / animals
(5) To And any commercially important species
(6 ) To And whether the project causes any destruction / alteration of habitats and
(7 ) To And impacts of project activities on fauna and flora in nearby reserves, paries, and water- 
bodies (directs and indirect impacts).
&
3 . METHODS
Basic biological data were collected from the area as follows:
,1 •
(1) Desktop study: Following materials were used in this study.
(a) The Land Use Map. Soil Map and the Vegetation Map produced by the Survey 
Department
(b) The ecological reports on the habitats in the near by areas, submitted by me to 
theERM
(c) Already available literature (Fernando. I984:Cooray. I984;Abeywickrama.
1961; Dassanayake, and Fosberg, 1980: Silva, and Silva. 1984; Arudpragasam. 
1984)
(2 ) Field-study:
Field tours were made into the project area for Held observations, and to verif\ (he information 
gathered from desktop studies. Starting from the main road (Sri Jayawardanapura Mawatha) at 
bridge near the new parliament observations were made, towards north east direction, for flora and 
fauna and habitat types; visits were also made on foot into the areas where the access by the 
vehicles were not possible. Specimens were also collect for their scientiflc identification. The 
dominance of the species was also noted on a visual basis. Information on the changing patterns of 
the flora and fauna and their patterns of distribution, and the history etc., were collected as much 
as possible from the resident people of the area by interviewingrthem.
4. RESULTS
Following basic habitat types were identified.
( I) Terrestrial habitats:
Homestead Gardens Areas and Built up Area;
(2) Aquatic habitats
Marsh habitats.
Inland Water bodies ''canals
4.1  PRESENT STATUS OF FLORA AND FAUNA IN TUF. STUDY AREA
4.1.1 TERRESTRIAL HABITATS
Homestead Gardens, Scrub Areas and Built up Areas
These are the family residential units and commercial units surrounded by home gardens and open spaces. 
The total area under this category was about 50% o f the project area. It is clear that most of the terrestrial 
areas are densely populated and considered as built up suburbs.
Principal faunal species found in such habitat are domesticated animals such as cattle, dogs, cats, 
pigs and chicken. In addition there are several bird species mainly the very common ones such as the crows 
and parrots. Flora of this habitat is mainly composed of cultivated plants and very common naturalized 
weed species. This habitat is not natural. Thehabitat is with considerable human habitation and it is more 
or less a partially developed sub urban area. However, in the past during and before die. Portugces and 
Dutch periods there is sufficient evidence to say that the area was covered by Natural vegetation
Flora *
The dominant tree species is coconut (Cocos nucifem) and there are many planted trees and shrub species. 
The vegetation is mostly homestead type and dominated by species such as Sysygium caryophvlatum, 
Mangifera indica, Psidium guapava, Ficus benghalensis, Thespesia populnea, Hibiscus liliaceous, bananas 
. and several species of Dry Zone type plants, for example Securinega leucopyrus, Carissa spinarum, and 
Zizipus mauritiana. A patch of Halmilla (Berreya cordifolia) trees is found in the. western comer of the 
project site. Close to water the dominant species is woody invasive weedy shrub Wel-attha (Annona 
glabra). The understorey of the habitat is represented by the pioneering species of the plant successions 
such as Trema, Lantana camara, Dicrastachys, Croton, Caloiropis. Raulfia sp.. Strobiianthus, and 
Hibiscus.. It also includes Hugonia, Asparagus, Sidaspp., Pueraria phaseoioides (cover-crop legume puero) 
Mimopsapudica. Jasminum, Asclepias Cslastrum and Michenia caudaium (an invasive climber), which are 
woody lianas and vines.
Many areas of this habitat are rather opened and as such there is an ample amoun: of sunlight 
transmitted on to the ground thereby affecting the growth of grasses. This set up eventually forms what is 
generally known as pasture under coconut especially under the areas covered by coconut plantations.
Species noted in these grasslands include herbs such as Solanum xanthocarpum, Achyranthus aspera, 
Oscimum sanctum, Leucas zeylanica, Fimhristylis zeylanica. Walidda anlidysenterica. Theprosia purpurea. 
Aerva lanala. Cycled burmanni, and Hemidesmus indicus. and grass species such as Ax mopus compressus. 
Steimtapbrum dimidiatum. Cyrtococcum irigonum. Panicum maximum. Panicum repcns. Ischuemum 
rugosusm, Cyperus. and Eragrostis viscosa. Hie most common grass species include 13mHalo grass 
(Stenataphrum dimidiatum), carpet grass (Axonopus compressus) and Hin-tana (Cyrtoc ‘ccunt trinervum).
Of the flora listed above only Leucas zeylanica, Fimhristylis zeylanica, and Walidda 
anlidysenterica are considered as endemic to Sri Lanka but none of these species is considered as 
threatened (IUCN. 1993) and confined to this area only. They are very much common in many other areas 
of Sri Lanka.
Fauna
Since this terrestrial habitat is basically of manmade type it serves only marginally fur the survival of 
natural fauna. However, terrestrial fauna within this habitat appears to be diverse relatively and supports a 
range of birds, mammals, reptiles, and invertebrates.
It was also noted that bird species such as common crow, parrot, Indian Peafowl (JPavo cristatus), 
Little Green Bee Eater (Merops oriental is). Common Tailor Bird (<Orthotomus sutorious), Purple-rumped 
Sunbird {Nectarina zeylonica) and Brahmny Kite (Haliaster indus) are abundant across the environs of the 
project site. Several reptiles were also identified during the Held visits to the area. They include the Indian 
Land Monitor (Varamts bengalensis bengalensis), and the Star Tortoise (Testude elegans). In addition there 
was sufficient evidence to include species such as skinks (Scincidae), dragon Lizard (Agamidae), and Blind 
snake (Typhlophidae) in the list of snakes of the area.
4.1.2 MARSH AND AQUATIC HABITATS
Introduction
Generally, the principal drainage system of the project environment is represented by Diyawaanna O ya. 
and the associated canal system. The principal lake around the Parliament is connected to the river Kelani 
and other water bodies of the city (Colombo) through canals. In this area there are two distinct habitats, 
namely marsh and water.
Flora
Preliminary studies indicate that most common species of tlie grassy areas of the marsh habitat of the 
Project area is Panicum repens. In here the most common tree species is Wel-attha (Annona glabra). Wel- 
attlia grows gregariously and forms large patches of forest like vegetation strips adjacent to the newly 
cleared central canal running from the Diyawanna Oya Lake. In the watery areas there are many blue green 
algae species in abundance in addition to the common macroscopic plants, for example. Nymphaea 
pubescence. Sagittaria sp. Scirpus sp.t Typha, Pointeaaria cordata. Jvncus sp.. Carex sp., Elaeocaris sp., 
Nymphaea sp., Lenina sp., Sa/vinia, and Eichornia cr&sipe.
Most common, but generally found conspicuous plant species in the semi-aquatic marshy areas of 
this ecosystem complex are Cypetus spp., Rhyncospora corymbosa and the grass Panicum repens. Screw 
Pine (Pandanus odoratissimus), Ulkenda (Polyalthiya sp.), Beli - patta (Hibiscus tiliaceus), Cerbera 
manghas, Indi (Phoenix zeylanica) Clerodendron inerme, and Suriya (Thespesia populnea)are dominating 
towards more terrestrial lands. The most common fern species present in such areas is Lygodium sp.. which 
is climbing plant. In the more open areas very common species include grass species Panicum repens. and 
herbs such as Bacopa moneria, Ipomoea aquatica, and Elaeaocaptis sp.
Fauna
Fauna of the marsh and canal ecosystem includes many mammals, birds, and reptiles already mentioned in 
the habitats of homestead gardens. In addition this habitat also supports unique species of fish such as 
*Batto\ 'Maguro', Teppali', and 'Pethiya' and crustaceans. Among the birds noted include Indian Pond 
Heron (Ardeola grayii), egrets (Egreita sp.), White Breasted Kingfisher (Halcyon smyrnensis), and the 
Grey Heron (Ardea cinerea). It is also learned that the Diyawanna Oya marsh and the associated canal 
system supports a rich array of migratory birds, similar to but more diverse than the other habitats of the 
area.
Table I A summary of the faunal species in the proposed project area
Taxonomic
Group
No. of 
Species
No. of
Endemic
Species
No. of
Introduced
Species
No. of
Migrant
Species
Number of 
Threatened 
Species
Reference
Butterflies 12 . Not known Not known Not known I IUCN 1993
Fishes 17 2 3 - 2 : IUCN 1993
Amphibians 8 Not known Not known Not known 1 IUCN 1993
Reptiles 7 I Not. known Not known 2 IUCN 1996
Birds 64 Not known Not known 7 2 (LR) IUCN 1996
Mammals 7 Not known Not known Not known I (LR) IUCN 1996
Total 115 3 3 7 9
LR: Lower Risk
4.2 RARE, THREATENED AND ENEMIC FLORA AND FAUNA (IF ANY) WITHIN THE STUDY 
AREA
Based on the desktop studies and field visits, a total o f200 species were enumerated o f which 95 are plant 
species and 11.5 are faunal species. According to IUCN reports and other available literature endemicity of 
some species are not known (e.g., buttrerfiies). However, there is evidence to say that three species of 
animals are threatened and altogether 9 faunal species are considered as threatened.
4.3 EXISTING NATURA HABITATS (IF ANY) WITHIN THE STUDY AREA
All evidence suggests that the vegetation is not natural / semi-natural. Plant species found in the area are 
rather common and they are found elsewhere as well. It appears that even the faunal species are also not 
confined to this area. The data do not indicate signified rationale as to the conservation of this particular 
vegetation type or habitat.
Conservation of this particular habitat is essential due to its indispensable role in the maintenance 
of the life of many species of flora and fauna. It supports the transfer of nutrients essential for the 
sustenance of many fish and crustaceans in the estuary, but also the varied life species in the sea with the 
result of higher productivity of fish. Maintenance of natural and free movement of water between the 
marsh/canal system is essential for the sustenance of this ecosystem. Further the marshy area functions as a 
temporary storage of flood water during sudden heavy rainfalls. As such, measures should be taken to 
improve the natural movement of water through the canal system.
4.4 IS THE SITE IN THE PATH OF A MIGRATORY BIRDS / ANIMALS?
Diyawanna Oya and its environs including the marsh and the canal system are located within or in close 
proximity of Sri Jayawardanapura Birds Sanctuary which was declared in 1985 and has approximately 450 
Ha in extent. Birds visit particularly to the marsh and semi-aquatic areas. During the recent past couple of 
years these habitats have being destroyed due to various development programmes.
4;5 COMMERCIALLY IMPORTANT SPECIES
Most of the tree and other plant species grown in the homestead gardens such as Coconut, Mango, and Jack 
are considered as commercially important. Within the marsh and canal system the species both flora and 
fadna appear not significantly important commercially.
*
4.6 DOES THE PROJECT CAUSE ANY DESTRUCTION / ALTERATION OF HABITATS
During die past die natural habitats, both terrestrial and aquatic, have being changing particularly during the 
past 30 years. Terrestrial environments have being converted to homestead gardens and some areas of the 
marsh lands have being filled and such aquatic habitats were shrunken in size. While appreciating the Main
Diyawanna Uyana Project will alter the present nature of some areas and the habitats, which have already 
lost their natural conditions the incremental change arising from the proposed amendment to the approved 
project by the inclusion of 105 housing units will be not significant.
4.7 IMPACTS OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES ON FAUNA AND FLORA IN NEARBY RESERVES, 
PARKS, AND WATER-BODIES (DIRECT AND INDIRECT IMPACTS)
As mentioned in the above paragraphs, the project site lies in environs of Sri Jayawardanapura Bird 
Sanctuary; no other protected areas except for several municipal parks and the Zoological gardens in 
Dehiwala, which is about 7 km south of the site. On the terrestrial side certain homestead gardens (not 
natural) will be changed into grassland type habitat. Further the marshland habitats would improve their 
status, and positive impacts on the flora and fauna can be expected if a proper marshland development 
programme is implemented.
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TRAFFIC IM PACT ASSESSMENT 
OF
DEVELOPMENT O F ACCESS ROADS 
TO
RESIDENTIAL UNITS t
A T
#  45 POLDUWA ROAD, BATTARAMULLA
1st NOVEMBER 2006
1. This report contains the find ings of the traffic impact assessment earned out 
for the proposed development Polduwa Road and its connection to 
Subutipura Road due to the construction o f Luxury Housing Development 
for Asia-Pacific G olf Course Limited, located at No.45, Polduwa Road, 
Battaramulla.
r
2. The TLA has been carried out in order to establish if  the proposed 
improvements to the access roads to die site being developed has the 
requirements as stipulated in the Parking & Traffic Control (Regulation 34) 
o f the Colombo Development Plan 1999.
3, Attached are the following accompanying documents.
L Plan o f the site supplied by the client, showing all roads and
intersections, road furniture, signs and markings up to a distance o f 
100 meters from the entry and exit o f the proposed site
n . Detailed Compliance Statement on Regulations o f Parking & Traffic 
Control (Regulation 34) o f the Colombo Development Plan 1999.
HI. Traffic Flow Analysis and the Cross Sections Proposed for the 
Development
*
IV. Sample Calculations to Justify Carriageway Widths
This TIA has been carried out on the basis o f the above information as given in Item I 
and the relevant chapters o f the EIA report for the “Proposed Apartment Complex 
around 16 floors at Diyawanna Uyana, Battaramulla” project, provided by the 
applicant
& S. Kuruwita, B.Sc. Eng (Sri Lanka); M.Eng. (Transportation Eng.)AIT, Thailand, 
MJSc.(GeoInformation & Map Production), ITC, The Netherlands, MLE(SL) 
Chartered Engineer
210/1, Hill Street 
Dehiwela.
1st November 2006
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Annex II Detailed Compliance Statement on Regulations of Parking &
Traffic Control (Regulation 34) of the Colombo Development 
Plan 1999.
The proposed housing units are to be located on a site close to the Parliament at Sri 
Jayawardenapura There is a main road running few hundred metres from the entry/ 
exit points of the present development. As supplied by the applicant, the increase 
of traffic from the proposed luxury housing units on to the adjacent “Polduwa 
Road” is in the range of250veh./day. The impact of the proposed improvements to 
the Polduwa road and its connection to the Subhutipura Road are studied in detail 
(refer plan supplied by the applicant).
Vehicle Circulation
The present vehicle inflow to the Polduwa Road is from Rajagiriya-Battaramulla 
Road and the existing intersection permits right turns. This does not appear 
significant as the current traffic using the Polduwa road is small. The effect on this 
intersection due to any increase of traffic could be reduced by developing the 
connection with Subutipura Road..
Parking *
The vehicular traffic generated from the site being developed will have sufficient 
parking facilities in the site itself. The proposed improvements to the access roads 
to the site do not require any parking facilities except emergency stopping 
facilities. These emergency stopping facilities are adequately provided by the 
shoulders of the proposed facility.
Entrance/Exit & Turning Movements
The peak number o f entering/exiting traffic could be observed during weekdays 
from 0715 hours to 0815 hours and in the evening from 0430 hours to 0630 hours. 
At present this entrance/ exit traffic is mainly concentrated at Polduwa Road 
entrance due to the connection with Subutipura Road being substandard. With this 
connection being developed the traffic currently concentrated on Polduwa road 
could be more evenly distributed.
Current turning movement to Polduwa road from Rajagiriya Battaramulla Road is 
insignificant when compared with the heavy traffic on the main road. With a 
predicted increase of 200-250 vehicles per hour (during peak hours only) the 
turning volumes (assuming every one turns right) are approximately 15% of the 
main road traffic.
However, it is expected that some of this entrance/ exit traffic will get shifted 
towards Battaramulla due to connection with Subutipura Road and minimal queues 
are expected on the main road. With the possibility of right turn ban the situation 
could be further improved.
The present turning circles are less than the required. However this requirement
3
can be fulfilled with redesigning the mouth of die Polduwa Road as the space is 
available on both sides of this entrance.
k
Intersections
The closest junction to the site is Parliament Roundabout which is veiy close to the 
entrance of the Polduwa Road to the ftajagjriya-Battaratnulla road. From the other 
side of development the closest junction is the intersection of Subutipura Road and 
Rajaguiya-Battaramulla Road. The traffic figures given below are based on values 
projected from the EIA report of the “Proposed Apartment Complex of around 16 
Floors at Diyawaima Uyana, Battaramulla” project, 1998. The comparison between 
RDA estimates and the projected traffic from die above report appears in Annexe 
HI.
Road from 
Direct Access 
to Site
Intersection at Approximate 
distance from 
site (m)
Total Traffic 
handled during 
24hours (Approx.)
Rajagiriya-
Battaramulla
Road
Parliament Access 
Road
100 27931
-
Rajagiriya-
Battaramulla
Road
Subutipura Road 300
4
27931
■
The Rajagiriya-Battamulla Road/ Parliament Access Road intersection gets 
saturated during morning peak and sometimes queues are formed up to and beyond 
Battaramulla junction. This is due to exceeding the junction capacity and also due 
to the heavy flow towards Rajagiriya and beyond. No significant parking observed 
closed to intersection on any approach links. Therefore it is reasonable to consider 
the banning of Right Turn traffic from Polduwa road at a future date when the
traffic flows increase due to the proposed development .
*
Recommendations
In order to minimize the impact on traffic is recommended that
Ban Right Turns at Entrance to and from Polduwa road. This can be achieved 
by design as well as posting signs. Initially this may not be required. Apply if 
the turning traffic levels reach the threshold and start to cause delay to the 
main road traffic.
The Polduwa road should be developed as a two lane road with a right of way 
of 12.0m. Typical cross Section is shown in Annexein.
The horizontal alignment and the vertical alignment of the developed Polduwa 
road and the connection to Subutipura road shall be compatible with a design 
speed of 30kmph (min).
Suitable design should be carried out for the development of the above roads.
4
Commercial Trucks should be allowed to Polduwa Road with rearranging of 
comer kerbs at the entrance/ Exit from the main road (current turning circles 
are not adequate).
The sign boards and parking and turning restrictions to and from Polduwa road 
are to be maintained in order to keep the traffic circulation smooth.
3(1)
3(0)
Number of Parking Stalls
All the required parking stalls are pi 
No.45, Polduwa Road, Battaramulla.
Minimum Num ber of Parking Stalls
All the required parking stalls are provided die within the premises of 
No.45, Polduwa Road, Battaramulla.
N/A
N/A
3 (iii)
3 (hr)
3(v)
Stalls for Bicycles
All the required parking stallsare provided the within the_premises of 
No.45, Polduwa Road, Battaramulla.
Dimensions o f Parking Stalls. *
As per requirement, the stall dimensions for a Standard type parking 
stall is 2.4 meter by 4.8 meter.
Minimum W idth of Aisle
i
All the required parking stalls are provided the within the premises of 
No.45, Polduwa Road, Battaramulla.
N/A
Satisfied
N/A
3 (vi) Width of Access to P arking Areas
Minimum width of 6.0m is available at the Polduwa Road and 12.0m at 
the connection to Subutipura Road. It is possible to widen the Polduwa 
Road with minimal acquisition. The minimum carriageway requirement 
is 6.0m. A two lane carriageway is recommended with a lane width of 
3.0m each. The shoulder should have 2.0m to accommodate emergency 
parking. Two drains of 1.0m width shall frchitpte drainage. This cross 
section will require a Right of Way of 12.0m.
Satisfied
3(vii)
3 (viii)
3 fix)
Reversing onto Street
Applicable. All paiking stalls are provided in a manner that reversing is 
confined to the site and would not impact the street
Access to Street 
Not applicable.
Access from Street
Access to properties on side of the Polduwa Road will be provided by 
means of building up the drain and covering with slabs or by providing 
pipes. Uninterrupted access to die site should be maintained.__________
Satisfied
N/A
Satisfied
5
3(x)
9
Turning Radius
The minimum required turning radii for entrances stipulated in the table 
under this section are 12.8 m as Outer Turning Radius and 8.7m as . 
Inner Turning Radius for commercial vehicles. The existing elements 
are to be modified to have required inner Turning Radius at both sides 
of Polduwa road Entrance. The space required is available cm both sides 
of the Polduwa Road. Turning radius inside die Car park at die site 
under development off Polduwa Road need to be provided at 4.7m and 
7.3m as inner and outer radius respectively. This has already been 
provided.
Satisfied
However, the values given in die table should be treated as minimum 
values and be applied at very tight situations only.'The other geometric 
radii of the Polduwa Road should be as large as possible and be dictated 
by the selected design speed for the link and the corridor availability. 
(Refer recommendation for the geometric design of Polduwa Road)
3(xi) Margin Lane
Not applicable. N/A
3(xu) Ramp G radient
Not applicable N/A
3 (xxfi) Width of Ramp &
Not applicable N/A
3 (xiv) Clear Height to Parking Areas
The minimum clearance height required is 2.1 meters. Clear height of 
2.74 meters at each has been provided according to the cross sectional 
elevation of the car parking area.
Satisfied
3 (xv) Security Control and Parking Control
Not applicable N/A
3 (xvi) Vehicle Weighing Areas
Not applicable
•
N/A
3(xyu) Sloping Floors
Not applicable N/A
3 (xviii) Narrow Road Frontage
Not applicable N/A
3 (xix) Entry for Commercial Vehicles
Commercial vehicles are entering and exiting to roads with clear width
exceeding 6.5 m as the cross section for Polduwa road has a clear width 
of 12.0m.
Satisfied
4 (i) Impact on Intersections
The ADT (projected from the main EIA report of the project) on the
6
intersections in the vicinity are given below.
Satisfied
The estimated ADT on closest junction of Parliament Roundabout 
are as follows:
• Rajagiriya-Paliament Access Road -  42294
• Parliament access ” -15945
• Paliament Access-Battaramulla Road - 27931
The turning movements are as indicated in Separate Drawing in 
Annex IQ
The site is more than 25 meters from die intersection o f the 
centerlines o f the above roads and the entrance/ exit point from 
Polduwa road does not lie within the prescribed circle o f 50m.
Diameter.
4 (ii) Number of Entrances
The road frontage of the site being developed on Polduwa Road is 70m.
Two common entrance/exits are available. Satisfied
4 (tii) Traffic M erging Lane/Traffic Holding Bay
Total carriageway width on Polduwa Road at the site entrance is Noted 
6.0m. Available walkway width on the site side is 2.0 m. The 
development is for residential activities only. However, noted for 
any required actions
5 Traffic Control Improvements
• Not Applicable. No mixed development N/A
6 Inspection of parking
Noted. Noted
7 Service Charge
Noted. Not applicable for proposed plan. Noted
8 M irrored Glass & Reflecting M aterial
Not applicable N/A
9 Vehicle Restricted Area 
Not applicable N/A
10-12 Miscellaneous
Not applicable Noted
7
Annex T raffic Flow Analysis and the Cross Sections Proposed for the 
Developm ent
The traffic figures supplied from the RDA was compared with die traffic figures of 
the EIA report for “Proposed Apartment Complex of around 16 Floors at Diyawanna 
Uyana, Battaramulla” project published in 1997-1998 period. The traffic figures from 
RDA were estimates from a count carried out at Rajagiriya in 2004. The peak hour 
flow was obtained using the national average conversion value in, The Geometric 
Design Standards, RDA, 1998.
Link Flow Peak hr. Flow
Rajagiriya-Parliament R/A 70000 6300
Parliament R/A - Battramulla 40000 3600
Parliament R/A - Paliament 30000 2700
In the main EIA report for die project the traffic growth rate suggested are comparatively high 
(in the order of 6.5%-8%). The national average traffic growth rate identified by the RDA is 
3% (The Geometric Design Standardsfor Roads, RDA, 1998). Therefore the average traffic 
growth rate was averaged to be 5:5% for this area.
Based on this average traffic growth rate the projected traffic figures from the main EIA 
report for the relevant links are given below. «
th.
Link '1 Flow Peak hr. Flow
Rajagiriya -  Parliament R/A 49294 2461
Parliament R/A -  Battaramulla 27931 1341
Parliament R/A - Parliament 15945 767
The higher figures of the RDA suggest a very high growth of traffic in this area. However, 
visual observation does not conform to the RDA figures and it was felt safer to use die 
projected figures from the earlier EIA report
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Annexe IV  Sam ple Calculations to Justify Carriagew ay W idths
zk
Sample Calculations for obtaining the required carriageway width are shown below’ 
Geometric Design Standards for Roads. 1998. Road Development Authority was referred in 
die sample calculation. The classification for the proposed development was assumed as C. A 
shoulder width of 2.0m and a carriageway width of 6.0m were assumed. The life of the 
proposed road improvement would be 47 years
Road
Class dB...
Sh. Width
Lane
Width ....:  :a
No. of 
Lanes
Terrain > CW Width :::
- Design
47
Growth
SF 2387 pcu/lane Life Factor 5.5%
v/c
Ratio 1 Total Traffic 400
Fd 1.00 I
Fw 087 I
I Fhv 0.980057 I
Tofel
Sewice 4775
Pt 0.02907
Pb 0
Et 1.7
Eb 1.5
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“W ATERS EDGE” Rs> 3Bn investm ent ensures Total Solutions to  G olf Toiirisnm
W aters Edge being the prestigious 18 hole International standard G olf Ground in the 
capital c ity , Battaramulla facing the freakthrough in its  sucoessfid journey by investing 
additional Rs. 3 B a W ithin next tw o years. A da Pacific G olf Courses Ltd. signed a  
supplementary agreement w ith BOI today to  this respect with a  view to  expansion o f 
infrastructureand other supplementary services to  G olf Lovers. Along w ith the proposed 
^developments around 16 story condominium complex would he hudt with all modem 
facilities mainly to  provide accommodation and residencies to  galflovers.
Development o f a food court and additional recreational facilities too included in the 
investment plan.
It is noted that on completion o f proposed developments we are planning to  introduce 
complete G olf Tour Package to  International G olf Clubs in other countries and to  expand 
their memberships in collaboration w ith other accredited international bodies more 
efficiently and effectively.
There will be a sigmficant improvement in the local G offTouristnirlndustiy in another 
few years time.
According to the nature o f the business and its inherent standards, we are committed to  
give very tegh standard hospitality to  attract fh ^ lay ers. He also added that due to  the 
rich categoiy people dealing w ith the Industry. it can be assured a  considerable 
contribution to  the national economy due to  this enhancement o f Local G olfTourisum  
Industry.
INCREASING THE TOTAL ] T O O V E R R S .5 B n 4 JQ N ,
In the first phase o f W aters Edge development the EoOowiiig fedBfies were completed.
#k
1) 18 hole go lf course and driving range
2) International standard chib house and members Facilities
3) International standard leisure center and banquet fedBfies
W aters Edge at present provides a  full range o f fedlfties such as banquet had, conference 
facilities, members lounge, restaurant, driving range, gymnasium, spa and beauty salon 
swimming pool and Jacuzzi etc.
W hat is now much needed is the accommodation mainly with the view o f attractn^  the 
high end golf tourist. W ithtbis in mind, APGC will be embaridng^ona developm entof a 
16 storey serviced apartment complex to  provide accommodation and wherever possible 
residential facilities. Furthermore, additional sports and recreational facilities w ill also 
be developed in the 2nd phase. «
The Management o f W aters Edge is confident that once the residential 
facilities are available, W aters Edge will be able to successfully market the fedBfies to 
the high end golf tourist as a  com plete package inctuding gol£ spa and accommodation 
making it an up-market resort within the city.
APPENDIX - R
The Im pact on Visual E nvironm ent doe to  th e  Proposed 18 Storey A partm ent 
Building a t W ater’s Edge.
W ith the development o f the G olf Course^the flood detention area ofDiyawanna Uyana 
underwent a re-modeling on the specific advice o f the Sri Lanka Land Reclamation & 
Development Board On a  schematic done on the proposed pattern and paths o f play, the
the SLLR&DC, and the play areas were th is  readjusted and raised above flood levels. 
This process ofbalancing the w ater and the land resulted In the currently seen undula ting 
landscape o f W ater and Green as visualized by the planners, focusing on the ‘mound’ 
currently containisg th eO u b  H euse and th e  Leisure Centre next to  the higher land o f the 
Polduwa. Further Granulations o f green are ban g  added to  the topography o f the course, 
with planting o f trees along the edges and sometimes middle o f play areas that radiate 
away from the focal point.
The buildings on the course are thus located next to the Polduwa, to  follow the natural 
rise o f the land and the topography, and the individual buddings themselves organized in  
a  harmonious hierarchy. This area is to  be the visual ‘Anchor9 or the Focus o fth e  
development, assuming the place o f authority or ‘command’ over the expanse o f 
greenery.
&
Thus from the Kotte Road up to  Parliament rouncLabout, the course Is seen w ith the 
buildings in this progression o f ascending height w ith the Chib House showing Two 
Stories above the mound and the Leisure centre further away with Four. The proposed 
Apartment Building is to  stand behind both these buddings from one visual angle, and 
showing behind foe higher ground and tree-line o fthe Polduwa from another angle (from  
parliament junction) playing down its height. The progression o fthe built fabric is thus
the UDA Building, the proposed new TJDA building and the proposed M inistry o f 
Interior Buildings.
APPENDIX - S
PROPOSED RET! AIMED WATER OITAI.ITY STANDEREOS FROM 
TREATED DOMESTIC EEFLPENlllS
No. D eterm inant Tolerance lim it
1 Total suspended solids, max < S ppm
2 Coliform bacteria count <2.2/100ml
3 PH value at ambient temperature 7.0 to 8.5
4 Biochemical Oxygen Demand -  BOD 
in five days 
At 2Q°C., mg/1
< 5
5 Chemical Oxygen demand -  mg/1 <20
6 Temperature o f discharge Shall not exceed 40\D in any case at outlet 
to water surface.
7 Mineral Oils mg/1 max <0.5
8 Ammoniacal nitrogen, mg/l,max <5.0
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